
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Digital tech purchases made recently
•• What tech consumers would buy if they had extra savings left over
•• The proportion of consumers who have 5G service, devices or awareness
•• The digital security threats that consumers are most concerned about
•• What digital activities consumers have done during the pandemic

compared to before the pandemic
•• A comparison of current attitudes towards technology to 2019 attitudes
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Figure 1: Immediate, short and longer-term impact of
COVID-19 on digital technology, 2021

• Opportunities
• Tech purchases remained stable to start 2021
• There are more opportunities on the horizon, too
• Challenges
• Trust issues will be a barrier for some digital innovations
• Not all digital tech behaviours reached a wider audience

during the pandemic

• After a year of changes, more are on their way

• Electronics retail trade sales are increasing
Figure 2: Retail trade sales: electronics and appliance stores,
2019-21
Figure 3: Retail ecommerce sales, 2019-21

• Cellular services prices decline
Figure 4: Cellular services price index, 2020-21

• Household savings supported by government, but also lower
expenditures
Figure 5: Household saving rate, 2018-21
Figure 6: Household saving rate metrics, 2018-21

• Chip shortages will impact digital tech sales
• Canadian government auctions the latest 5G frequency
• Digital security threats are on the rise
• Large Canadian businesses reported increases in

cybersecurity incidents
Figure 7: Business cybersecurity incidents in 2020 compared
to 2019, 2021
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• Canadians are being attacked individually, too
Figure 8: Internet security and privacy-related incidents
experienced, 2018 and 2020

• Impact of COVID-19 on digital tech
• Immediate impacts (2020)
• Short term (2021)
• Recovery (2022-25)

• Digital innovation is centred on mobile devices

• Smartphone brands are making 5G devices the new norm
• 5G availability remains limited
• Mobile operating system improvements make security more

important
• Video calls have become a strategic focal point
• Artificial intelligence is moving beyond digital voice

assistants

• Recent digital tech purchases
• Tech categories where consumers spend extra money
• 5G awareness, devices and subscriptions
• Digital security and privacy
• COVID-19 tech behaviours
• Attitudes towards digital tech

• Smartphones were the leading purchase in the past six
months
Figure 9: Digital tech purchases in the past six months, 2021

• Younger consumers drive smartphone purchases
Figure 10: Purchased a smartphone in the past six months, by
age, 2021

• Income does not play a role
Figure 11: Purchased a smartphone in the past six months, by
age and household income, 2021

• Smartphone sales will drive 5G adoption
Figure 12: Samsung Canada Instagram post, 2021

• PCs and tablets continued to perform after initial spike in
demand

• Younger consumers drove sales of both devices

COMPANIES AND BRANDS – KEY TAKEAWAYS

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES

THE CONSUMER – KEY TAKEAWAYS

RECENT DIGITAL TECH PURCHASES
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Figure 13: Digital tech purchases in the past six months: PCs
and tablets, by age, 2021

• Young families are buying PCs and tablets
Figure 14: Digital tech purchases in the past six months: PCs
and tablets, by presence of children in household, 2021

• Television demand remained steady
• New tech had good momentum, but still trails established

devices
Figure 15: Digital tech purchases in the past six months: smart
home devices and wearable technology, by age, 2021

• Smartphones are the leading excess purchase
Figure 16: Most likely digital expenditures with extra savings,
2021
Figure 17: Would purchase a new smartphone with extra
savings, by age, 2021

• Interest in new smartphones is higher among multicultural
Canadians
Figure 18: Would purchase a new smartphone with extra
savings, by race, 2021

• Smartphone interest is highest among those who may not be
able to afford it
Figure 19: Would purchase a new smartphone with extra
savings, by current financial situation, 2021

• TVs and video games illustrate a divide across age groups
Figure 20: Most likely digital expenditures with extra savings:
TVs and video games, by age, 2021

• Service upgrades are an afterthought
• Smartphones could be a tool to drive these expenditures

Figure 21: Most likely digital expenditures with extra savings:
streaming subscriptions and mobile plan upgrades, by age,
2021

• An opportunity for new tech to stand out
• Millennial homeowners should be the key target for smart

home devices
Figure 22: Millennials’ most likely digital expenditures with
extra savings, homeowners vs renters, 2021

• Wearable tech can be targeted at dads with extra savings
Figure 23: Would purchase wearable technology with extra
savings, by parental status and gender, 2021

TECH CATEGORIES WHERE CONSUMERS SPEND EXTRA MONEY
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• Most Canadians are now aware of 5G
Figure 24: 5G awareness, device ownership and
subscriptions, 2021

• Devices will be a key driver of service adoption
• Higher-income households are the most likely to subscribe

to 5G
Figure 25: 5G device ownership and subscriptions, by
household income, 2021

• Younger consumers are more likely to use/own 5G
Figure 26: 5G device ownership and subscriptions, by age,
2021

• Most consumers will get 5G, but many are not in a rush
• Younger consumers are the most interested in getting 5G

soon
Figure 27: Expectations for getting 5G, by age, 2021

• Quebec will pose a challenge for 5G
Figure 28: Expectations for getting 5G, overall vs Quebec,
2021

• Online credit card theft is more concerning than in-store
Figure 29: Credit card security concerns, by age, 2021

• Credit card security is an opportunity for large online
retailers

• Two thirds worry about personal information being stolen
Figure 30: Personal information concerns, by age, 2021

• More consumers are worried about a PC virus than a mobile
device one

• Older consumers drive concerns about computer viruses
Figure 31: Computer and mobile virus concerns, by age, 2021

• Mobile device security could be leveraged into more app
usage

• Video calls will be the lasting tech legacy of the pandemic
Figure 32: Video calls before, during and after the COVID-19
pandemic, 2021

• Increases have been the biggest among groups who were
not using video calls
Figure 33: Group video calls before and during the COVID-19
pandemic, by age, 2021
Figure 34: Group video calls before and during the COVID-19
pandemic, by race and origin, 2021

5G AWARENESS, DEVICES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS

DIGITAL SECURITY AND PRIVACY

COVID-19 TECH BEHAVIOURS
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• Many digital activities were driven by existing users
Figure 35: Digital activities before, during and after the
COVID-19 pandemic, 2021

• Restaurant apps had some momentum among older
Canadians, but were generally consistent
Figure 36: Order a restaurant meal via the restaurant’s mobile
app before and during the COVID-19 pandemic, by age,
2021
Figure 37: Order a restaurant meal via third-party mobile
app before and during the COVID-19 pandemic, by age,
2021

• Consumer attitudes towards new tech are settling
Figure 38: Any positive impact of emerging tech on society
(NET: % very/somewhat positive), 2019 vs 2021
Figure 39: Neither positive nor negative impact of emerging
tech on society, 2019 vs 2021

• Young men remain the most positive about new
technologies
Figure 40: Any positive impact of emerging tech on society
(NET: % very/somewhat positive), 18-34-year-old men vs
overall, 2021
Figure 41: 18-34-year-old men: any positive impact of
emerging tech on society (NET: % very/somewhat positive),
2019 vs 2021
Figure 42: YouTube visit frequency, 18-34-year-old men vs
overall, 2021

• Cryptocurrency is showing potential for wider acceptance
Figure 43: Impact of cryptocurrency on society, 2019 vs 2021

• Consumers less confident in the capabilities of artificial
intelligence
Figure 44: Trust artificial intelligence to do tasks well, 2019 vs
2021
Figure 45: 18-34s: trust artificial intelligence to do tasks well,
2019 vs 2021

• Thermostats can learn from other AI capabilities
• AI needs to tout convenience while assuaging security

concerns
Figure 46: Trust artificial intelligence to do tasks well, by
concern about smart home hacks, 2021
Figure 47: Trust artificial intelligence to do tasks well, by
interest in home automation, 2021

ATTITUDES TOWARDS DIGITAL TECH
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• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Consumer qualitative research
• Mintel Trend Drivers
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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